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What is so special about Mr. Hahnemann that people from all over
the world come together for a ceremony here in the townhall of Torgau, in his honour?
What was he like?
Only a historical, dusty character? A phantast?
Or a very accurate scrutiny and observing scientists?

What is it - , up to today, so obviously stirring new, that he gave to us
over 200 years ago as a learn- and teachable system?
Something evolutionary:
Because evolution means increasing responsiveness of a system. Rising educability of self-healing, the self-regulation of a living system.
But- and this is indeed outrageous.

According to Hahnemann there is a predictable model that is learnand teachable on top of it al: A thesis of unimaginable importance.
And to define the image of man nowadays exclusively material and to
see it as a cause, rather than a result of long-winded processes, is not
possible anymore.
Because our today's current knowledge about man describes him at
least as an electromagnetic being, and therefore in this field also increasingly sick and consequently curable:
The modern medical diagnostic and therapeutic methods prove this
daily.
Since chemistry and physics are finally recognized as inseparable:
Just consider the importance and the relation between the cell membrane- potential of a living cell and the word "electrolyte".

Homeopathy these days is more than ever perfect science for our image of humanity.
Since it is based on an ever-repeatable experiment, where a natural
law (the law of similarity) becomes the instrument:
You can draw a comparison to the ratio of gravity and aircraft. Because the weighing several tons entity can actually not fly. As recently
as the human mind found the way to use the law.
Hahnemann didn't discover the law of similarity- all significant and
oldest medicine in the world knew it: but he was the first one creating
a model that allows us timelessly to use it in its entirety: his method,
called “homeopathy”.
Whereby he certainly knew Paracelsus' knowledge:
"What chew the teeth, the drug is not-it is not due to the substanceit is up to the force."
And what does all this here and now has to do with all of us and especially with Torgau?
Torgau is a truly unique place of great importance:
It became the birthplace of the formulation and utilization of a law-in
the form of the “Organon”, a quite narrow book which whip up feeling until today, written in the still existing house where Hahnemann
lived, thought and acted at that time.
And this privilege has no other place in the world- neither Köthen,
Leipzig, Washington or elsewhere Hahnemann monuments are or
where he acted.
Here is the beginning of everything and that is why we are here today.

And there is something else that requires particulary the appreciation
of this city:
To “his” to “Hahnemann's homeopathy” something is added nowadays. Something trend-setting Modern, which the method providessomething that even Hahnemann could not foresee.
Because radioactivity, electric and other smog, chemtrails, multi- vaccines and genetically manipulated food would seem to him as pure
science fiction:
Today we live in a world created by us, but to us it has become an increasingly sickening world whose development we brought in transition and we are no longer able to stop:
But at the hands of him more specifically his method, he has made a
system available for us with which we can protect and immunize us
against everything - against damage of chemical, physical, radiationrelated type, acid rain etc.:
So we have obtained help to survive from a former citizen of this cityby someone who shaped it to a perfect system more than 200 years
ago, that is teachable and learnable for everyone.
That is not only modern, but trend-setting and more relevant than
ever:
And only TORGAU has the wonderful ability to keep this message
alive - because here is the source, here this knowledge has been
written down for the first time.
Imagining what that means: Homeopathy is ready for diseases which
we don't have yet - but which we have to deal with in the future
though.

Ready as well with the appropriate remedies, researched by the special nature homeopathic thinking:
Ready for diseases that we thus recognize immediately due to the
previous review of remedies in some extent on living beings and
therefore we do not necessarily get them.
This is where the basis of such a better future for all of us was developed and written down:
By a citizen of this city, whose the reason we meet here today, to appreciate him on the occasion of his birthday - here in Torgau - and
whose legacy we have to maintain and pass on.
In honor of Dr. Hahnemann I finally quote some of his own words
(chronical diseases, vol.1)
"… by letting the world know about the great discoveries, I am sorry
to doubt whether my contemporaries see the consistency of my
teachings...and if they weren't able to use it right- well then! - thus a
more conscientious and more insightful posterity will only have the
advantage of being able to liberate humanity from the countless
tortures, in constant compliance with these teachings .. "
By "insightful posterity" ... he clearly not only meant the people of
Torgau, Germans or Indians, but rather all the people, humanity as a
whole, was what he clearly meant:
As if he knew that in the future the survival of cities or nations will no
longer be important, but the survival of humanity- something in view
of today's globalization, unfortunately was already taken for granted.
Perhaps his wish and his hope have already came to fruition:
Despite all the discussion which has lasted 200 years, the fact is that .

his method can look back to an equally long and successful dissemination WORLDWIDE.
And probably both go hand in hand dissemination and questioningperhaps they are mutually dependent- that's why I circulated an open
letter to the WHO years ago:
Because there are always people who doubt. And even the WHO consists of people.
I have indulged myself in bringing along this letter.
Thank you for your attention and I wish the tremendous commitment
of the Association of Hahnemann - Centre another successful and pioneering prosperity

Dr.med. Annette Prollius
.

„open letter“
to the WHO
Topic:
Disease and repetitions
Preface: I write as a politically interested person and as a doctor. I can not remember to separate between the anger about the always annually / monthly renewing panic-making concerns regarding dangerous diseases, in which there is fear
made, or the fact that all these diseases can be treated as elegant homeopathically.
Allow me, therefore, simply to provide some QUESTIONS in the form of an „open
letter to the WHO,“ in the hope that someone reads it, at least pursues these questions at once.
The Reason is obvious Ebola, cholera (in Africa), Listeria, Salmonella and recently
even sandflies in Hesse (Germany).
Especially Ebola and cholera make me concerned because the method of homeopathic medicine offers excellent remedies - if you would use them.
By the way, I have not invented homeopathy eventually - but I would fear to be a
doctor without.
Repetitions has always existed. Allegedly the man, learn nothing from history.
Here is a current example:
At the Moment there are two diseases threatening Africa: Ebola fever and cholera.
As at all times panic fueled and spread the theory of incurability.

Repetition? Yes!
On the occasion of the cholera epidemic in Hamburg in 1892 and 1905, it was publicly stated:
„On or about August 25, 1892 the police authority distributed „protective
measures“ which had been written by Geh. Rat Dr. Paul Sachse in Berlin and
which stated
„ Experience has shown that there is no means against the erupted diseases!“
This is quite modern.

The only difference:
At that time they were ready to admit that perhaps something else might help. But
if today something is said like that, it is actually incurable without taking up any
hope.
But:
Against such a proposition that there is „no way“, is already logically to object, that
no man can tell or think this - unless he knows EVERYTHING - and such a person
does not exist. Correctly, the sentence shall read: „We, the official medicine have
nothing to heal in our drug-supplies“.
In brief:
Back in Hamburg one was the wiser - they even appealed to the people and called
for help on, it was the homeopathy, which led to remarkable successes.
In the cholera epidemic in 1830, homeopathy has been already highly successful in
Leipzig.
And today?
So if there is a therapeutic method in the world, that has proved its effectiveness
worldwide for over 200 years and nowadays withheld from the patient with such
disease states - how do you assess this ?!
Is it not a legal factum to deny someone a help if it would be there ..?
Nowhere really nowhere you can read about the internationalism of homeopathy,
or about the great efforts and work of homeopathic doctors in Fukushima,Tsunamie- and other disaster areas. And not even the homeopathic war hospitals of the First World War are mentioned, never mind the convocation of many
homeopathic doctors there.

Instead, it is denied and subjected to the requirement to prove itself to the standards of official medicine- that is, to stand up to the Idols of „scientific“ - without
considering the simplest scientific principle that a thing only with the right to their
method can be examined. It is indeed not a chemist at the outlet.

WHAT COULD IT HARM? IF YOU TRIED?
By the way:
Even Hahnemann (the founder of the homeopathic system) asked the same question.
So here are my questions that I sent to all in this „open letter“ whom it may concern:
to the WHO, the politicians, the media, the treating physicians
Assertion:
Ebola, Lassa and dengue fever may be possibly treated good with homeopathic
remedies without any side effects.
QUESTIONS:
Why are these homeopathic remedies withhold to sick People?
Why the doctors a not put it?
Why is nothing meaningful reported about homeopathy in the media, apart from
the usual Counterarguments since its existence.
Why has it never been told that the tsunami and Fukushima victims were and are
successfully treated with homeopathy? And that homeopathic doctors still travel
with their medicines in the tropics?
AND HOW COME that in Germany - the country of origin of homeopathy - the
word is not even spread that the very first triumph of homeopathy was also a DISEASE, namely the cholera epidemic Leipzig in 1830, later in 1892 and 1905?
Did you fear that it works?
(By the way, I asked this question in my own medical studies unwisely a professor:
the result can be just described as „HB-males“)
It can not be that the remark of Dr. Carstens is true: „homeopathy is so cheap that
it harms her!“
More informations about homeopathy and Ebola you get on my website www.drannette-prollius.de
With the HOPE of resonance
MD. Annette Prollius, 32756 Detmold, Germany

